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PLEASE SUMMARISE YOUR JOURNEY SO FAR:

I have worked in veterinary practices since about the age of 15 – mostly just work experience

or voluntary work. I always thought I wanted to be a vet but after working in practice and

seeing what both the vets and nurses did, I fell in love with the nursing side. 

I studied Bsc Zoology at Leeds University. When I started, there was no veterinary nursing

degree, so I opted for Zoology and planned to continue with a nursing qualification after this.

After my degree, I decided to travel and work. One long weekend turned into five years. I

worked and travelled Europe, Thailand, Cambodia, Malaysia, Australia and Central and South

America. I worked for a Big Cat Rescue site in Namibia and taught science (especially about

animals) at a school in Tanzania. 

I then decided to come home to complete my veterinary nursing degree. Six months into the

course, I was diagnosed with Breast Cancer (at 27) and I was advised to postpone the course.

However, I loved my job and it got me through treatment. I was advised I would never get all

the work done, get the hours in, pass my exams or finish my NPL in time. I actually passed

every exam and assignment first time, finished my NPL in plenty of time, got

all of my hours in and passed my OSCEs first time with no delay. 

I continued working in a small animal first opinion practice while I finished my treatment. 

In 2017, I decided to move to India – I saw a job advert on Facebook to help set up a new

practice in India. The owner wanted ex-pats to train vets and assistants and set up protocols

so they could provide international standard veterinary care. 
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Work: Look at the surgical cases for the day. Look up patients’ history, decide anaesthetic

risks and prepare for the surgery. 

When the animal arrives – Carry out a clinical exam once the vet has admitted the animal.

Then get a plan for medications. 

Complete any imaging that is required – X-ray, CT, MRI, Fluoroscopy. 

Then to surgery. We have a neurologist, orthopaedic surgeons, ophthalmologists and soft

tissue surgeons. I enjoy all surgeries but find soft tissue the most interesting. 

Once surgery is done, we recover our patients and transfer them to the appropriate ward,

ensuring there is a detailed hospital plan for every patient. 

Then onto the next patient. 

DESCRIBE YOUR TYPICAL DAY FROM WAKING TO SLEEPING:

Wake up – walk dog         

Then go home, work towards my ECCcourse, and hang out with my dog!

I worked there for two years and loved it. I set up a veterinary nurse training programme

through my company and worked alongside a local rescue to deliver the course to new grad

vets, teaching them nursing skills, as well as training the animal care assistants. 

I was then diagnosed with secondary breast cancer – it has spread to my spine and lymph

nodes. 

I came back to England and started treatment, then I started my job at Paragon Veterinary

Referrals as a surgical RVN. I have always been more interested in surgery and love my job

here. Everyone has been massively supportive. Here I have started working towards my

Emergency and Critical Care qualification.

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN A SENTENCE?

 

Stubborn / determined

 

HOW WOULD OTHERS DESCRIBE YOU?

 

Passionate

 

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR TOP SUCCESS AND WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM THIS?

Setting up the veterinary nurse training course in India. The practice I worked for (Crown Vet)

asked me to run a programme teaching the new grad vets and the new assistants nursing

skills. We had a small surgery at the local rescue centre (ResQ, Pune). I put together and ran

the training programme.  I learned a lot from this as I had to teach people from very different

backgrounds, from vets to our assistants who spoke a different language. I saw the difference

between charity work and private practice and learned about very new and VERY different

diseases. Teaching everything again, I had to go back and relearn a lot and because I taught

it, I will never forget these lessons.



WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE, SETBACK OR FAILURE AND HOW HAVE YOU

OVERCOME IT? HOW DID YOU GROW OR CHANGE AS A RESULT?

Passing my veterinary nurse training and passing it well. Continuing to work hard when people

told me to give up and that I wouldn’t be able to complete everything in time. After getting

sick and carrying on anyway. This has made me proud of myself as well as extremely

passionate about my job. I aim to provide the best standards of care for every single patient,

because I know how it feels to spend time in hospital, have surgeries, have treatment and my

nurses were the ones that got me through all of this. I want to, and aim to do that with every

patient.

WHAT COMPRIMISES HAVE YOU HAD TO MAKE AND WHAT, IF ANYTHING, COULD HAVE

HELPED?

When I was training, it was an unpaid placement in my first year. Therefore, I had to work

another job as well as working full time at the veterinary practice. While studying I had to work

too. 

A paid placement would have helped!

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU HAVE GIVEN TO YOUR YOUNGER SELF, THAT YOU WOULD NOW

GIVE TO OTHERS WANTING TO FOLLOW YOUR PATH?

The training and studying and no pay are all worth it. I wouldn’t change my job for the world

and I wouldn’t change my experiences for it. 

Also, it is never too late to change to the job you really want. I was 27 when I started my

nursing qualification. 

Try to get different experiences, try and get work experience in every area of nursing, work in

different countries, travel. Decide what you really want to do and then work for it.



I COULDN'T HAVE GOT WHERE I AM TODAY WITHOUT...

My family being supportive and helping me out A LOT!  

My colleagues - everyone has always been so supportive of me. They got me through not only

training but chemotherapy and treatments. They made sure I didn’t give up. My clinical coach

pushed me to finish my NPL and do everything well. She put in a lot of time both in and out

of work going above and beyond to make sure I got my qualification.

WHAT ARE YOUR THREE TOP LIKES?

 

1. Surgical nursing 

2. Long dog walks 

3. Travelling

WHAT ARE YOUR THREE TOP DISLIKES?

 

1. Animal neglect 

          2. Money (the issues it can cause in practice) 

3. The cold!

WHAT IS THE MOST HELPFUL BOOK YOU'VE READ AND WHY?

Essentials of Veterinary Anatomy and Physiology 

(Small and concise)

ARE THERE ANY OTHER RESOURCES YOU'D RECOMMEND?

Vets Now ECC course

Many thanks to Laura for sharing her story to inspire veterinary women to aspire and grow into their full

career potential. 

If you would like to share your story please get in touch at info@veterinarywoman.co.uk

Visit the website for more information and resources at www.veterinarywoman.co.uk

Follow us on Facebook: Veterinary Woman Twitter: @VeterinaryWoman LinkedIn: @veterinary woman


